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Justification: Internalism & Individualism 

 

1. Folk epistemology vs Philosophical epistemology 
Folk epistemology is an everyday commonsense based notion of knowledge  

Instead, we are trying to learn philosophical epistemology.  

2. Justification: having reasons for what one believes 

We expect people to have, and to be able to give, reasons for what they believe.  

For the following questions,  

(i) “Why do you think that the sky is blue?” 

(ii) “How do you know that?” 

If someone answers: 

(a) “Because, one plus one equals two.” 

(b) “Because, there are countless stars in the sky.” 

Although it is true that 1+1=2; it doesn’t seem to provide any basis or justification for any specific 

claim.  

it seems to be completely irresponsible to believe something without having any (proper) reason 

to believe it. 

But having ground and reasons, does not imply that what one knows is true. 

3. Two ways of talking about reasons 
It is worth noting at this point that we talk about reasons for belief in different ways. Consider the 

following examples: 

(i)  Someone can have reason to believe. But this ‘reason’ is unacceptable or improper. Hence, 

not justified. 

(ii) a person’s beliefs are justified only if he/she has (proper) reason for believing. 

4. “Epistemic Internalism” and the subjective, rational, point of view. 
justification is a matter of having reasons for one’s beliefs and these 

(a) reasons must be known to the subject and  

(b) be such that they provide good grounds for belief. 

This capacity requires a conscious subject like human beings.   

Knowledge implies justification, and justification implies a subject who is able to “see” that 

certain things stand as good reason for believing other things.  

This view is standardly called internalism or, often, epistemic internalism. 
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“internal” here does not mean “taking place in the brain” or “inside the body”.  

There are lots of events going on in your brain as you read this, that you have no access to.  

Epistemologists talk of epistemic access or cognitive access, not of physical access . 

What does this mean? What do we have epistemic access to?  

 

Knowledge is a kind of relation between judgements and propositions.  

Justifier-justified relation  

The internalist holds that if you are to know one thing, then you, as a conscious subject, need to 

know of other things which give reason to believe that the first thing is true, or likely to be 

true.  

 

Two key features of epistemic internalism: 

(1) individualism 

 

Internalist view is individualistic.  

 

Knowledge, justification, and having reasons - are all cast in terms of individual subjects having 

reasons for their beliefs, where the individual subject knows (?) what those reasons are. 

(2) knowledge is hard to achieve: and is only possessed by conscious, rational subjects 

 

on the internalist view, knowledge is only possessed by conscious rational subjects. 

 

Children and animals simply don’t know anything, because they are not in a position to be able 

to justify or recognize reasons for what they believe. 

 

5. Knowledge and Rationality. 

on this internalist view, knowledge is very tightly bound up with rationality.  

A person knows something only if he/she is capable of understanding and accepting good reasons 

for believing certain things, but not others.  

The internalist will argue that this is exactly as it should be. 

After all, we can and do acquire knowledge via reasoning.  

If someone is incapable of reasoned thought, then we might wonder whether they can be said to 

know anything at all. 

6. Why lucky guesses aren’t knowledge? 

Examples of true belief that seem to be something less than knowledge. 
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(i) The lucky guess  

Every week someone believes that his or her national lottery ticket will win. One week it wins. 

Here he or she doesn’t know that it will win, because he/she has no epistemic right to believe that 

it will win.  

He/she does not know anything that counts as evidence that he/she will win. He/she knows of no 

good reason for his belief. 

(ii) The clairvoyant dream  

The epistemic internalist argues that someone’s belief is justified only if that person has reasons 

for that belief, and they cash out the idea of having reasons for belief in terms of being conscious 

of, or knowing of, something that counts in favour of that belief being true.  

7. Epistemic responsibility 
On the view of knowledge that we are developing here, individual subjects can be held 

epistemically responsible.  

legal responsibility is the outcome of epistemic capacity or responsibility. It is bound up with 

notions like being in control and knowing what one is doing.  

Normal, sober, sane, adults are responsible for what they do, they can shape their lives according 

to their best ability to reason.  

Epistemically responsible agent is one who refrains from believing things when there is no reason 

for believing or accepting it (as true). 

Human fallibility - 

A person can act in an epistemically responsible way but still be wrong.   

Epistemic Normativity: 

knowledge is a “normative” phenomenon. It combines subjectivity and objectivity. 

There are lots of non-normative phenomena.  

For example, it’s a fact that the boiling point of water is 100 degrees. But it makes no sense to ask 

whether it is right or wrong that water boils at 100 degrees. 

But knowledge and belief are not like this. Beliefs is a normative phenomenon.  

We can always ask whether we ought to believe what we do believe. 

two kinds of evaluation: (both are individually necessary) 

(1) evaluating beliefs with regard to their truth or falsity;  

(2) evaluating beliefs with regard to whether there are good reasons (or justification) for believing. 
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8. What’s next? 
Next, we’re going to look at the structure of knowledge e.g., does knowledge rest upon a 

“foundation” of “basic” beliefs?  

we’ll then turn to the issue of scepticism (e.g., do we have any knowledge at all?). 

Traditionally, this internalist and individualistic picture of knowledge was the “standard” picture 

of knowledge in philosophy.  

In recent years, however, [and “recent” in philosophy can mean something like “within the past 

fifty years”] this picture has been subject to serious criticism.  

whether internalism really is the only way we can think about knowledge and look at “externalist” 

accounts of knowledge.  

We’ll look at whether knowledge is an “absolute” concept (i.e., is there some context-free objective 

fact of the matter as to what a person knows)  

we’ll raise questions about individualism, by looking at the way our beliefs seem to depend upon 

others (and what they say)  

when we don’t have access to their reasons for what they say, yet we have to trust them. 

 


